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AssrRecr

A recletermination oI part of thc alkali feldspar solvus has been macle using silrgle
cry'stal r: ray methocls to obtain the conrposition of the sodium-rich phase of a natural
cryptoperthite subjectecl to various heat treatments. This solvus clifiers consiclerabll' {rom
that previously determined by Bou'en and Tuttle for synthetic feldspars. The discrepancy
is believed to be caused by errors in the determination from powcler patterns of the com-
positions of the separate phases of perthites and by metastabilitl ' of the synthetic feldsp rs
in the temperature range of the solvus.

Single crystal r ra.u-- photographs of some natural sodium,rich high-temperature alkali
Icldspars revealed several difierent orientations for the twinned components and the
perthitic units of unmixed crystals. Interpretation of the r ray photographs in the Jight
oI the position of the monoclinic-triclinic inversion and the revised position of the solvus
has given information on the cooling history of these specimens.

INt t toouct toN

I lou,en and'futtle (1950) made one of the most significant advances
in the study of the feldspars when they determined experimentally the
position of the solvus for synthetic alkali feldspars. Although evidence for
exsolution in the alkali feldspar series had been available from a number
of previous studies, the experimental proof of its existence and the de-
termination of its position were of the greatest importance. The amount
of calcium in most natural alkali feldspars, with the exception of some
sodium-rich specimens, is sufficiently small for the efiect of calcium in
raising the temperature of the solvus to be neglected: in addition it was
shorn'n that the position of the solvus is virtually independent of pressure
(O. F. Tuttle, personal communication). For these two reasons it ap-
1>eared that this was a very valuable geologic thermometer and a number
of investigators have attempted to use it as such. I{owever, many per-
thit ic feidspars (orthoclase and microcline perthites) cannot be homoge-
nized except by heating at temperatures well above the crest of the experi-
mentally determined solvus (660" C.) and the position of the solvus must,
therefore, be affected by the Si, A1 arrangement in the unmixed com-
ponents. Since the synthetic feldspars used by Borven and Tuttle (1950)
to determine the position of the solvus are almost certainly metastable
in the temperature range 5000-670o C., and natural feldspars belonging to
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the sanidine-anorLhoclase series (Tuttle, 1952) are probably closer to the
stable form of the feidspar at this temperature range, a more reliable
measurement of the position of the stable solvus should be obtainable
from natural high-temperature specimens.

This paper presents the results of a nerv determination of part of the
alkali feldspar solvus obtainecl from a study of the change in composition
of the sodium-rich phase of a natural crypto-perthite subjected to various
heat treatments. In addition, information on the cooling history of a
number of sodium-rich alkali feldspars has been obtained by interpreta-
tion of the crystallographic relations found in single-crystal x-ray patterns
and in the l ight of the revised position of the solvus.

An optical and r-ray study of a series of natural alkali feldspars ob-
tained mainly from volcanic rocks was given in paper III of this series
(l{acKenzie and Smith, 1956). These quickly cooied specimens were
found to have retained their high-temperature structure and with two
exceptions belong to the sanidine-anorthoclase series. Specimens in the
composition range Or66(AbtAn)+o to Orzr(AbfAn) 7s were found to be
unmixed but couid be rendered homogeneous by heating at 700' C. for a
ferv hours. When homogeneous, specimens more sodium-rich than
Or37(Abf An)63 are tricl inic, whereas more potassium-rich specimens are
monoclinic.

Because the high-temperature albite structure can accommodate both
potassium and calcium, it is desirable at this stage to make a clear dis-
tinction between a high-temperature plagioclase, an anorthoclase and a
sanidine. For this purpose the compositional properties of the mono-
clinic-tricl inic inversion may be uti l ized. Those homogeneous tricl inic
high-temperature feldspars which invert reversibly to monoclinic sym-
metry before beginning to melt are called anorthoclases, those which
begin to melt before acquiring monoclinic symmetry are plagioclases and
those high-temperature feldspars which are monoclinic are called sani-
dines. The compositional f ields of these three types are shown in Fig. 1
(modified slightly from IIacKenzie, 1952). {,Ipon heating, the boundary
between the tricl inic and monoclinic high-temperature sodium-rich
feldspars changes and an attempt to delineate lhe change with tempera-
ture has been made in Fig. 1 on the basis of the l imited data at present
available. Thus ali anorthoclases invert to sanidines at elevated tem-
Peratures but high-temperature plagioclases do not. In petrography no
confusion in nomenclature should arise since observations are normallv
made at room temperature.

The alkali feld,spar solLws

Born'en and Tuttle (1950) determined the position of the alkali feldspar
solvus by crystall izing homogeneous glasses of composition OhoAbso;
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OrrsAbsr and Or+oAbeo at temperatures below 660' C. They obtained two

feldspars, the compositions of which were estimated from the diffraction
angles of the 201 planes in r-ray powder diffraction patterns. They were

also able to unmix a previously crystall ized homogeneous feldspar of
composition Ora5Ab55 by holding it at 530o C. in the presence of water
vapor under pressure. Bowen and Tuttle emphasized that these syn-

TWO

FELDSPARS

OrzoAbeo

ANORTHOCLASES

PLAGIOCLASES

AbeoAn2o Ab5sAnae

FLc. 1. Triangular diagram showing the composition fie1ds of high temperature ternary

felclspars (modified Irom MacKenzie, 19.52) The compositions of some natural and syn-

thetic feldspars are plotted and the temperature of the monoclinic-triclinic inversion is

given for each point plotted. Isotherms of the monoclinic-triclinic inversion temperatures

are drarvn, the data (MacKenzie, 7952;Laves, 1952, being verl' limited v'here the lines

are clashed. The boundary between the ljelds of one feidspar ancl oI two feldspars is ar-

bitrarily drau'n through OrroAb;oAnro, Or:oAbooAn:o and OrroAbroAnro
The one feldspar fiekl has been divided into the fiekls of sanidine, anorthoclase, and

high temperature plagioclase by the line X\l and the line irom Ab to Z. Homogeneous

high-temlterature felrlspars in the plagioclase field are triclinic at all temperatures Tri-

clinic fel<lspars in thc fielcl Al-r Z X Y are called anorthocLases. AII anorthoclases become

monoclinic at a particular ternperature that varies lvith the composition as shorvn lly the

isotherms. All monoclinic high temperature leldspars are callecl sanidine. The extent of the

sanidine field varies rvith temperature, graclually taking over the anorthociase field as

the temperature is raised.
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thetic feldspars retain the characteristics of high-temperature feldspars'
The same authors also delermined the composition of the separate phases

in a number of perthit ic feldspars both in their natural slate and after the

various heat treatments, and they very kindly placed their results and

the heated samples at our disposal.
Using single crystal r-ray methods we have made a new determination

of the sodium-rich part of the alkali feldspar solvus and we believe that

this represents more closely the equil ibrium solvus than that previously

determined. The material selected for this purpose was a sanidine-crypto-
perthite from Korea (Ornz.+Absr.rAn6.5) described by Spencer (1937) and

denoted as specimen P. This specimen was chosen because of its low cal-
cium content and because of the relatively simple pattern given by single
crystal r-ray dif iraction. The effect of heat treatment of the sodium-rich
phase was studied by measuring the reciprocal lattice angles a* and 'y*

of the pericline twinned sodium-rich phase from single crystal x-ray
photographs using the method described in paper II of this series (Smith

and l,IacKenzie, 1955) and from these angles determining the chemical
composition of the sodium-rich phase using the data of Donnay and

Donnay (1952). After each period of heat treatment an r-ray photo-

graph was taken and the reciprocal lattice angles a* and 7* measured,

the data are set down in Table 1. In Fig. 2 curves are drawn of the
variation in a* and 7* with chemical composition for anorthoclases and

high-temperature albite using the values determined by Donnay and

Donnay (1952) for synthetic feldspars of composition Or36Ab76, OrzoAbao,
Orl6Abes and the value determined for high-temperature albite by Smith

Taslr 1. Rpcrpnocar, Lltrrcn Atcr,es or r:ur Sonrult-Rrcn Pnlsn

op SpecrutN P (Orqr nAhr:  rAno;)

87s

Number of
^  - - . ^  l ^  I

Heat treatment
Or content

(from Fig. 2)

2
3

.5
6

unheated
then 17 hrs at 433" C.
then 23 hrs. a.t 47O" C.
then 16 hrs. at 490" C.
then 16 hrs.  at  515" C.
then 20 days at 525" C
105 da1's at 400' C.
95 days at 500" C.

8 days at 425" C.
8 days at 450' C.
8  days  a t  475 'C .

8 days at 560" C.

ggo0' 25 5%
88"59',  24.070
89'2' 25.570
89'5',  27 5%
89'7',  28.570
89"74' 30.5%
88'45', 20.570
89"19',  30.570
89'1',  26.0T0
88'57',  26.070
89'9' 28.O7o
90'o' >-37 .07o

87'56',
87"43',
87'5 1 ',

88'9',
88"1 7',
88"42',
87'20',
88'30'
88'1' ,
88'1' ,
ggo14'

90'0'
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(1956). Feldspars more potassic than Or374be.r are monocl inic and so have
a* : ' y * :90o.  The va lues  o f  a*  de termined fo r  the  sod ium-r ich  phase
of  each o I  the  hc l t - t rea ted  c rysLa ls  a re  jo inec l  by  a  ver t i ca l  l ine  to  the
cletermined values oI 7* and the posit ion of lhe vert ic:al l ine adjusted so
that the deviat ions of a* and 7* from the reference curves are equal.
The ends of the l ines al l  fal l  close to the tr,vo reference curves and i f  the
error in the chemical composit ion depends only on the error in deter-

Or2eAbs. Or3eAbto
cent

OrooAb5o
Weight per

Frc. 2. Curves relating changes in the reciprocal lattice angles o* and 1* with chemical
composition for the anorthoclases: data from Donnay and Donnay (1952) ancl Smith
(1956) are plotted as solid circles. The values of a+ for the sodium rich phase of heat
treated samples of specimen P (Spencer, 1937) are joined bv vertical lines to the values oI
7* and the lines acljusted so that a* and 7* shou' equal cleviations {rorn the referencc
curves. The temperature of heat treatment is given besicle each point. The estimated com-
positions of the sodium-rich phase are given in Table 1.

mining the reciprocal Iattice angles the predicted composition should be
accurate to + l|/o Or. There are, however, other errors to be considered
and these wil l be discussed below.

Before heating, the sodium-rich phase of specimen P had lattice angies
which indicated a composition Orzr s(Ab*An)2.5. Heating for several

Ab Or,o Abeo
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hours between 400o Cl. and 500" C. produced no appreciable change in

lhe lattice angles, but longer periocls led to significant changes. Heating

for 105 clays at +00o C. decreased a* ancl 7* rvhereas treatmellt at 500o C.

for 95 days increased them, from r,vhich it may be deduced that specimen

P is in a state that rn'ould be stable at some temperature between 400" C.

and 500o C. Heating for 20 days at 525o C. produced litt le change over

that achieved at 500o C., but on heating at 560o C. for 8 days the sodium-

Weight per cent

l 'rc. 3. Plot of the composition of the sodium-rich phase of heat treated samples of

specimen P against temperature. The estimated error in the determination of chemical

composition (lL% or) is markecl for the runs of longer duration. The curve o{ best fit is

clrawn through the points $,ith a strong bias torvarcls the runs o{ longer duration.

fe ldspar component became monocl in ic g iv ing a two-sanidine perth i te.

As the composition of the symmetry change is Orez(Ab*An)or the solvus

should pass through this composition at some temperature not higher

than 560" C. The data are given in Table 1 and plotted in Fig' 3 in

which a curve is drawn as close as possible to the points representing

the longer periods of heating. This curve is believed to give a good

representation to the sodium-rich boundary of the solvus in the range

400"-550' C.
In Fig.4 three solvi are shown. Curve A represents the solvus deter-
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homogeneous natural feidspars.
The curve showing the relation between chemicai composition and temperature of the

slrmmetry change in anorthoclases is reproduced from MacKenzie (1952).

mined for synthetic specimens by Bowen and ruttle (1950) and curve
B the solvus determined by Bowen and ruttle for specimen p using
the (t01) method for the estimation of composition. The continuous
part of curve c represents that part of the solvus determined in the
present study and the broken line represents the position of the solvus
inferred from the known boundaries between unmixed and homogeneous
natural sanidine-perthites (MacKenzie and Smith, 1956). As the im-
miscibility gap for orthoclase and microcline perthites is even larger
than in sanidine perlhites, the stable solvus must continue to approach
the Ab and Or sidelines as the temperature falls.

rt is obvious that there are large discrepancies to be exprained. The
discrepancy between the two sets of results on specimen p can be ex-
plained if either or both of the methods give an incorrect estimate of the
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composition. It is now well known that the 201 method is inaccurate

{or perthit ic materials because Laves (1952), Coombs (1954) and Nlac-

Kenzie and Smith (1956) have noted that impossibie results are com-

monly obtained for the compositions of the separate phases of orthoclase

perthites. The error is believed to result from the lattice distortion

caused by strain between the unmixed components. Despite this evi-

dence for lattice distortion we believe that the lattice angles a* and 7*
give a good estimate of the composition of the sodium-rich phase for

the following two reasons. First, the values of a* and 7* for the soda-rich

phases in orthoclase, sanidine and anorthoclase perthites have all been

reasonable and not in confl ict with the values obtained from homogeneous

sodic f eldspars (Donnay and Donnay , 1952,IlacKenzie and Smith, 1955,

1956). Secondly, the heating experiments of specimen P showed that

ionic movement was becoming sluggish at 400" C. and consequently the

boundaries between homogeneous and unmixed volcanic specimens

would be expected to be near the positions of the solvus at this tempera-

ture. The observed sodic boundary, Orzo(Ab*An)ro (paper III) , agrees

well with the solvus determined from a* and 7* but disagrees strongly

with the solvus determined from the (201) spacing. Additional con-

firmation of the validity of the a* and 7* angles is given by agreement

of the boundary composition with the compositions Orro to Orzs deter-

mined from the a* and 7* angles of the exsolved sodic phases of sanidine

perthites (paper III).
The position of the crest of the solvus would be unaffected by errors

in a*, 7* and the (201) spacing and the discrepancy between the crests

for the specimen P and the synthetic feldspar probably must be ascribed

to some structural dif ierence, the most l ikely variation being in the Si,

AI arrangement.
It seems certain that both factors have contributed to differences in

the position of the solvi shown in Fig. 4, and we believe that the small

part of the solvus determined by us is more applicable to natural feldspars

and is probably closer to the equil ibrium solvus than that determined

by Bowen and Tuttle.

TwrNNrsc rs Tntctrxrc Fer-osp'q.ns

Laves (1950) made an important contribution to our knolvledge of

twinning in feldspars when he discovered that in the cross-hatched twin

structure of microcline the trvin axis b of the pericline twins was normal

to the twin plane (010) of the albite twins. He noted that this arrange-

menl would not be expected if twinning occurred while the microcline

were tricl inic for there is no simple crystallographic relationship, based

on the tricl inic unit cell, between the D axis and the (010) plane' How-
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ever, the arrangement could be readily understood if twinning had
occurred as the result of inversion from a monoclinic phase, for parts
of the crystal could retain the diad axis and other parts the plane oI
symmetry. The validity of the argument was strengthened when Laves
(1952) found a similar twin structure in some anorthoclases, for in this
case it can be shown in the laboratory that anorthoclases acquire monc-
clinic symmetry on heating and revert to tricl inic symmetry on cooling.

Laboratory studies have shown that, except possibly for pure albite,
plagioclase feldspars do not acquire monoclinic symmetry on heating
and must crystall ize directly as tricl inic crystals (l{acKenzie , 1952).
Thus we should not expect to find the twin axis of the pericline twir.s
lying normal to the twin plane of the albite twins. Single crystal r-ray
photographs of plagioclase crystals twinned on both laws generally show
that there are three components which may be denoted A, B, and C:
R is related to A by the albite law and to C by the pericline law. The
6 axis and the 010 plane of unit B are not perpendicular and the crystal-
lographic relations of the twin structure are consisient with the tricl inic
symmetry. Sometimes more than three components occur, say A, B, C,
D, E. . . . In this case alternate pairs AB, CD, EF, . . . are related by
one t l l ' in  law and BC, DE, .  .  .  by the other .  Laves (1952,  p.  558)  has
noted that it is geometrically impossible for the fourth unit in sequence
to be related to the first unit by a twin relation. [This repeated twinning
may explain some of the discrepancies commonly noted in angular meas-
urements of plagioclase twins, discrepancies which have led to the postu-
lation of vicinal faces and compositional differences in the twin com-
ponents among other things (see Barber, 1935, for example), for it is
possible that angular comparison may unwittingly be made between
units A and D of a sequence of albite and pericline twins.] For conven-
ience,  the two types of  twin re lat ionship wi l l  be designated 'M'and'T ' ;
for the remainder of the paper these wil l be understood to have a genetic
significance indicating that twinning occurred either during inversion
from a monoclinic crystal (lI type) or directly in a tricl inic crystal (T
tvpe) '

The different origins of the twinning lead to characteristic optical
d i f f e rences .  A l t hough  l he  tw in  l ame l l ae  somer imes  i n re rsec r  i n  p lag io -
clases it is more common to find an area which is pericline twinned and
an adjacent area which is albite trvinned. In anorthoclases the two sets
of t lvin lamellae can be seen in a suitable orientated section to intersecl-
very frequently, giving an appearance that has variously been described
by the adjectives cross-hatched, tartan or quadril le. One exception has
been noted, an anorthoclase from \{t. Franklin which has the plagio-
clase type of twinning. X-ray study to be described later in this paper
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shows that it has the T-type twinning ancl i.)resumably t[ ' innecl whi]e

t r ic l in ic  Thus the presence of  cross-hatching can be used to character ize

an z inor thoclase,  but  the presence o{  the hrst  type of  t rv inning c loes not

necessal i ly  ind icate a p lagioc lase,  though the in ference is  s t rong. ' fwinned

microclines generally shorv the cross-hatched or quadril le twin structure

but the lamellae are frequently spindle-shaped in contrast to the pa.rallel

sides of the anorthoclase lamellae. The difference is probably caused by

the different character and velocity of the monoclinic-tricl inic inversions:

the sanidine-anorthoclase inversion is displacive and almost instantane-

ous whereas the sanidine-microcline inversion is caused by order-disorcler

of Si and Al atoms and is extremely sluggish.
From a study of the crystallographic relations between twin com-

ponents and unmixed phases of anorthoclase perthites, it should be

possible to deduce something about the crystall ization history of the

containing rock, and such attempts have been made in the next section

for several specimens.

TnB Cnvsrar-r-rzATroN Hrsronv ol soME Hrcu-TpnrpnRArultE
Ar,x.q.rr FBrospans

A detailed study of the single crystal r-ray photographs of a ferv of

the sanidine and anorthoclase-cryptoperthites described in paper III

of this series (IlacKenzie and Smith, 1956) has been made and a brief

description of four of these specimens is given beiou'. Each of the r-ray

photographs was taken in the standard orientation used by the present

authors, i.e. a 15" oscil lation about the morphoiogical D-axis of the

crystal, the (001) piane being set in the center of the arc of oscil lation.l

By using this one orientation, interpretation of the photographs is sim-

plif ied as they can be directly compared with one another.

In Fig.4, in addition to the three solvi represented by curves A, B,

and C, the curve shor,ving the relation between composition and tem-

perature of the change in symmetry in the anorthoclases is reproduced

(l,IacKenzie,lg52). This diagram will be re{erred to in discussing the

sequence of changes in the cooling of alkali feldspars.

o) Sanidine cryptoperthite from Cebolla Creek (Ora6.gAbb,z.oAnz.r)'

This specimen consists of a monoclinic potassium phase and a four-

component tricl inic sodium phase twinned on the albite and pericline

lau,'s such that the relation is of the NI type. The r-ray oscil iation

photograph is reproduced in Fig. 5 and a key t.o its interpretation is

I Because cryptoperthites consist of more than one phase and commonly have albite or

pericline twinning of the triclinic phase, the simplest method of specifying the axis of

cscillation is to refer to the morphological axis of the cr1'stal- Genera1l1' r'hen a monoclinic

ootassium nhase is present its orientation is that of the morphology oi the crystal'
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1 , J

Frc 5. Sanidine cryptoperthite from cebotla, creek, D axis oscillation photograph
u'ith the:r ray beam parallel to (001) in the center of a 1s' oscillation. The inset diagram
in the bottom leit hand corner provides a ke1' for the interpretation of the reflections en_
closed in the small rectangle in the upper left. There are five components: ArAz and prpz
are albite and pericline twins of the soda-rich phase and M is the monoclinic potash
phase. The components are related by the M type of association because reflections pr
and P: lie on the same layer lines whereas reflections from Ar and Az lie on bent layer lines
symmetrically related to the PrPz la1'er lines. The D tr,vin axis, therefore, is perpenclicular
to the (010) twin plane. The M reflections lie on the same layel 1itr", u. the PrPz reflections
indicating unmixing from an original homogeneous monoclinic phase

given as an inset. The twin elements of the sodium-rich phase are co-
incident with the symmer-ry elements of the potassium-rich phase and
this relation indicates that the unmixing took place from a monoclinic
crystai: it also indicates that the twinning of the sodium-rich phase took
place on inversion from monoclinic to tricl inic symmetry. r,rost sanidine
cryptoperthites show only pericline twinning of the sodium-rich phase
but those which show both albite and pericline twinning wil l be expected
to have this special orientation.

rf this specimen cooled under equil ibrium conditions it would have
begun to unmix at 560o C. (see Fig. a) and the two monoclinic phases
would have changed in composition along the solvus unti l at about
400' C. the sodium-rich phase of composition Orzr(Ab*An)ze changed
1o tricl inic symmetry and adopted the nI type twinning. From measure-
ments of ax and ,y* (Table 2), the composition of the sodium,rich phase
was estimated to be orn(AbfAn) zs, and it appears that unmixing has
not proceeded below the inversion temperature: if unmixing had occurred
below this temperature, additional reflections, as in the photographs of
the next specimen, would have been expected.
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Albite twinning Pericline twinning

Specimen
d 1 *

Cebolla Creek

Grande Caldeira
I
L

Mt. Franklin

Victoria

not present

b) Anorthoclase cryPtoperthite from Grande Caldeira, Azores

(Orsr .zAboe . rAnr .e) .
Some of the crystals show the II type o{ relation between the albite

and pericline twins o{ the sodium phase together with a potassium phase

r,vhich gives three sets of r-ray reflections (see Fig' 6). (Other crystals

show oniy one twin law.) One set of reflections from the potassium phase

has its D axis parallel to the D axis of the pericline twinned units of the

Frc. 6 Anorthoclase cryptoperthite from Grande Caldeira, b axis oscillation photo-

lines. Hence MrAr, MrA:, PrPzMz, respectivell', have parallel b axes

87'30',

88 '18 '
87'40',
87"6',

88'38',

89"9'
88'46',
88'30'

87"28', 88"36',

88"15', 89"2',
88"18' 89'9' ,
97032', 88"42',

not present

x
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sodium phase, while the other trn'o have their D axes parallel, one each,
to the D axes of the albite twins of the sodium phase. This arrangemrnt
would be expected from a specimen which unmixed after inverting frcm
monoclinic to tricl inic symmetry:on inversion the trI type twinnirg was
produced and from each of Lhe four twinned units a potassium-rich unit
exsolved with its 6 axis constrained to be parallel to the b axis of the
host; since the D axes of the pericline twinned units are identical there
are three sets of reflections for the potassium-rich phase. However, it is
possible that some unmixing occurred before the inversion temperature
was attained: in this case, unmixing would have continued after the
inversion had occurred in the sodic component.

Reciprocal cell angle measurements (T;ble 2) indicate that rhe com-
position of the sodium-rich phase is orre(Abf An) n so that the unmixing
has not proceeded very far. If no unmixing had occurred before inver-
sion, the specimen would have become monoclinic at 100" C. (l,Iac-
Kenzie, 1952): if unmixing had occurred before inversion the sodic
component couid have inverted at a temperature not higher than 200o c.
Under equil ibrium conditions unmixing would have begun at 525. C.
rt may be concluded that the lava in which these crystals occur was
extruded and quenched at some temperature above 52.5o C. and that
most, if not all, of the unmixing now observed took place at a very low
temperature near 100" C., probably over an extended period of t ime.

c) Anorthoclase cryptoperthite from l,It. Franklin (Or2a eAb67 rAnz.u) .
This specimen was described as a homogeneous anorthoclase in paper

rlr of this series but some crystals have now been found to be unmixed.
This dif ierence in crystals from the same sample indicates that cooling
of the feldspar in the temperature range in which unmixing took place
has been too rapid for the attainment of equil ibrium. The photograph
in Fig. 7 shows the r-ray diffraction pattern obtained from an unmixed
crystal of this sample, and a key to the interpretation of the photograph
is given as an inset. The sodium-rich phase shows three sets of reflecr,ions
(A, B, and C) and the potassium-rich phase two sets of reflections (D and
E) . A and B are aibite twinned and B and c are pericline twinnecr so
that this is an example of r type twinning in an anorthocrase indicating
that twinning was acquired from a trici inic untwinned crystal.

From the r-ray photograph it can be seen that the sets B, C and E
have parallel D axes and also that A and D have paraller D axes (reflections
D cannot be seen clearly except on the original f i lm). Thus the unmixing
must have occurred after the twinning was adopted and it is known that
the twinning did not form on inversion to tricl inic symmetry (assuming
that the crystal was originally monoclinic) . An approximate varue of
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Fig 7-Anorthoclase cryptoperthite {rorn Mt. Franklin. 6 axis oscillation photograph

u'ith the r ray beam paralle1 to (001) in the center of a 15' oscillation. The inset diagram

provicles a ke1, 16 the reflections occurring in the small rectangle. The soda rich phase

gives three sets of reflections, ABC: reflections from B and C lie on the same layer lines

so B and C are pericline twinnecl; reflections from A ancl B lie on the same row lines so A

an4 B are albite twinnefl. This is the T type oI association and is readily recognized from

the groups of three reflections lying at the corners o{ a numeral 7. The D and E reflections

have their b axes parallel to A and BC respectively. The extent of unmixing has been

slight, ior the reflections from D ancl E are weak and difiuse, so rveak in {act that they ale

only barely visible on the reproduction of the r ray photograph.

500' C. for the temperature of the monoclinic tricl inic inversion for this

specimen may be obtained from Fig. 1, and since the twinning did not

occur as a result of this inversion, the bulk of the unmixing occurred at

a much lower temperature. A feldspar of composition Orzs,Abzs, would

begin to unmix at about 450" C. (see Fig. 4) and this specimen with

7.60/6 Ln should, under equil ibrium cooling, begin to unmix at a con-

siderably higher temperature. It is not surprising to flnd some homo-

geneous crystals as well as unmixed crystals in the same sample since

the unmixing has occurred metastably at lon' temperature.

d) Anorthoclase-cryptoperthite from Victoria, Australia (Orzg sAbze.5-
Anr.z) .

This specimen was described in some detail in paper III but the

evidence from the f-ray photograph and from the other data available

were somewhat conflicting. In the l ight of the new determination of the

solvus these clifhculties can be resolved. The r-ray photograph of this

crystal is reproduced in Fig. 8 and the feldspar can be seen to consist
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Frc 8. Anorthoclase cryptoperthite from Victoria, 6 axis oscillation photograph with
the r-ray beam parallel to (001) in the center of a 15'oscillation There are four com-
ponents, two soda-rich and two potash-rich. The reflections occur in groups o{ four lying
at the corners of a trapezium, tire trapezium being outlined by difiuse streaks iinking the
corners Both pairs oi components are in the positions required for albite twinning, the
apparent deviation from monoclinic geometry of the potassic phase being smaller than
that for the sodic phase.

of two phases. The sodium-rich phase is albite twinned and the potas-
sium-rich phase consists of two units, the 6 axes of which l ie between
the positions required for monoclinic symmetry and for parallelism with
the 6 axes of the albite twinned sodium phase. Since only albite twinning
of the sodium phase is present it cannot be stated whether the twinning
was formed from a tricl inic or monoclinic crystal. The bulk chemical
composition of this specimen corresponds very ciosely to that of the
intersection of the solvus and the monoclinic-tricl inic inversion curve,
and it is l ikely that the process of unmixing began just after the specimen
had turned into an anorthoclase. From each of the albite twin Iamellae
unmixing occurred and the potassium-rich component ,adopted' the
D axis of the dominant sodium-rich component. The strain between the
unmixed phases has resulted in tricl inic symmelry of the potassium-
rich phase as is shown by the difference in intensity of the (hhl) and
(hEl) reflections. The streaks connecting the corresponding reflections
of the sodium and potassium phases are in harmony with the above
interpretation.

This is the same material as that investigated by Tuttle (1952) who
found that the crystals of this specimen were optically monoclinic in
their natural state but after heating unti l homogeneous and then cooling
they were distinctly tricl inic. The optically monoclinic symmetry in
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this malerial may be due either to the sub-rnicroscopic albite twinning
or to the cryptoperthit ic unmixing or to a combination o{ both of these

facLors. It is possible that the optical symmetry oI this specimen in the

unmixed state may be related to its bulk composition but unti l other
anorthoclases of similar composition are investigated such a suggestion
must be considered very tentative.

CoNcr,usroNs

From the observations reported here it is clear that the cooling of

natural anorthociases may be a non-equil ibrium process and for this
reason caution must be used in attempting to interpret the cooling
history of a rock from the alkali feldspars alone.

The use of a mineral as a geologic thermometer depends on a meas-
urable variation of some property which is temperature dependent. As
has already been noted, the compositions of the unmixed phases of
alkali feldspars would appear to provide an ideal thermometer since
the position of the solvus is virtually independent of pressure. I lowever,
the relation between the rate of cooling and the rate at which unmixing
can occur at equil ibrium will determine whether the temperature is that
of crystallization of the feldspar or that of final consolidation of the rock
or even merely the temperature at which no further unmixing in the
solid state can occur because of the slowing down of ionic movement at
lower temperatures. It is believed that unmixing of an alkali feldspar of
intermediate composition is sufficiently rapid to approach equil ibrium
in a cooling magma provided sufficient fluxes are available for fluid to
exist at temperatures in the range 600o C.-500o C. Ilowever, in the case
of a sodium-rich or potassium-rich feldspar encountering the solvus
below 450o C.-500' C. the rate of attainment of equil ibrium may not
be sufficiently great to permit an interpretation of the exact meaning of
the temperature which is determined. Studies of the rates of unmixing of
nephelines in the system NaAlSiO+-KAlSiO4 (Tuttle and Smith, 1958)
have shown the strong influence of the bulk composition of the homogene-
ous crystal, the rate of unmixing at any particular temperalure being
much more sluggish for compositions near the boundaries of the solvus.

The intersection of the soivus by the monoclinic-tricl inic inversion
curve does increase the possible usefulness of the solvus as a temperature
indicator. Thus our conclusion that the Grande Caldeira feldspar was
unmixing metastably in a temperature range near 100o C. could only be
reached because of the existence of the monoclinic-tricl inic inversion
and our knowledge of the relation between temperature and composition
for this inversion. Liker.vise the conclusion that the nIt. Franklin feldspar
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did not unmix under equil ibrium conditions on encountering the solvus
rvas based on the crystallographic evidence of the relation between the
temperature of formation of the twinning and the unmixing process.

T'he optical and l-ray data at present available indicate that there are
an infinite number of stable forms of both sodium and potassium feldspar
between the highest and lowest temperature forms. The most useful
phase diagram, therefore, is one showing stable equil ibrium relations,
since there wil l be an infinite number of possible metastable equil ibrium
diagrams. 'Ihat part of the alkali feldspar solvus which we have rede-
termined is believed to represent stable equil ibrium relations more nearly
than the previously determined solvus. It cannot be assumed Lhat
changes in the feldspars of volcanic rocks have taken place under stable
equil ibrium conditions but, provided this factor is recognized, useful
information is nevertheless obtainable. fn plutonic rocks it is possible
that the changes in the alkali feldspars have often occurred under con-
ditions approaching those of stable equil ibrium and in subsequent papers
we shall deal in some detail with the alkali feldspars in certain granites.
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